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What&#039;s for Dinner?   Busy households agree: these helpful meal planning pads add stylish

utility to your refrigerator door.

Track Meals with Style   Plan, track, and execute weekly meals with Knock Knock&#039;s What to

Eat Pad. (Bonus: it won&#039;t judge your candy-for-dinner habit).

Make a list. Make many lists. Make lists of lists you want to make.       Say Something More   We

are Knock Knock, independent makers of clever gifts, books, and whatever else we can think up.

Our mission is to bring humor, creativity, and smarts to everyday life. Say something more with

Knock Knock stuff.      Knock Knock Classic Pads   If you enjoy making listsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•and

really, who doesnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t?ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•our many-splendored selection of Knock

Knock Classic Pads will have you feeling like a kid in a candy store.        Perfect for the organized

and the disorganized alike!     Never forget the milk again     Perfect for business and pleasure     6 x

9 inches, 60 sheets each

Like another reviewer said, the items on this list are really generic, but how could they not be? I like

it, and it does provide a way to keep up with things we have run out of. I stuck it on the fridge and

put a pencil tied up with yarn beside it; I only got it today and already it has about a dozen things

marked for the next grocery trip. I can see that this will be helpful to make my actual list from. I

always ask, "what are we out of?" and no one seems to know anything that we need. With this

notepad, I know we need a new bottle of ketchup, eggs, and milk, to name a few. It will definitely

keep me from having to look in every cabinet (we don't have a dedicated pantry) and the fridge and

freezer. Instead I will take my checklist and use it along with the sale page to make my list.Really

neat product and I can certainly see myself using it (plus it's pink which is my favorite color!), but I

have to knock off a half-star because it is kind of expensive.Overall, 4.5 stars and recommended.

I bought this for my friend for her bachelorette party, and am now thinking about buying another one

for myself. It's hilarious!! Who knew there were so many reasons to do the deed... ;)

We've used these pads for nearly 4 years now, and love them. Sticks up on whatever side of the

fridge (or microwave, or whatever magnetic surface you may have), and with it centrally located, we

check off items as various members of the family realize we're in need of something the next time



we hit the store.Quick trips = take a phone photo of the list, and go, grabbing only the essentials,

crossing them off when we return. Longer trips = rip the top list off and take that copy with you.

Plenty of more copies in the pad to go.Foods and items listed intuitively delineated. Plenty of room

to write in the extras. We buy a fair amount of irregular items every week, and we've never had a

problem with finding space to write in a specific grain or dairy item or baby item that's needed.

There are various colors and even a couple font choices for this pad from the manufacturer. We're

happy to see  is now carrying the one we use.Whichever style you go with, though... you just need

to train yourself and your family to mark items as you realize you need them and never have that

"oops, I forgot 'such-and-such an item' regret after a return from the grocery store ever again.

This is a great way for me and my husband to keep track of what's going on in our house. Our

weekly schedules get written down on this list and then stuck to the fridge. The only thing that would

make this better were if magnets came on the back of the pad. If I get around to it before I use this

pad up, I may put some on myself.

I got this as a family gift - although, I basically got it for my mom who tends to forget about some

stuff as she goes to Costco and we buy in bulk. I was worried the blue one wouldn't have a magnet,

but it DOES!! Super happy with this. I have a feeling this will last us a long time, a couple years or

so hopefully. Of course, the first time we ended up getting it all sorted out, she forgot to bring it with

her to the store... other than that, she really likes it and it's a good size and color for the price.

I'm tracking my diet for medical reasons, and this has been very helpful (I'm awful at doing this if I

can't have the paper on hand the second I eat). The only things I dislike are that I don't want to track

my water intake and the only options for "How am I doing" seem weight-loss focused. For those of

us who aren't trying to lose weight, it's a bit obnoxious. That said, being able to stick it on the fridge

with a magnet makes it worthwhile and I like that the pages are thick.

With this pad, it is incredibly easy to be both romantic and efficient. I've been using this consistently

for a few months now--filling out a sheet when I feel especially enamoured with my partner, and

sending it to his apartment. This way, he gets a delayed but genuine affirmation of my appreciation

for him, which makes him feel appreciated and woo-ed. It's a really fun and easy way to do that,

because what's easier than checking off a few boxes? My roommates and I use the Knock Knock

pads for a variety of things--especially this one and the one for grocery shopping lists.



This pad has helped us with our meal planning and definitely helps us from buying unnecessary

items at the grocery store!It is magnetic so we have it on our fridge. As we start using the last of

things we simply check off the products that we need to replenish. It also has some blank lines in

different categories so if an item isn't listed, you can write it in quickly and go about your

business!We take the list into the grocery store and know exactly what we need from each aisle

because it's separated by category! Grocery shopping is still by no means "fun" but this takes a lot

of hassle out of figuring out what to buy!
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